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Introduction
Although a marketing strategy should be
capable of standing alone, it is the primary
mover of the corporate strategy. It is
therefore necessary to preface any marketing
strategy and plan with an outline of the
corporate mission, corporate objectives and
the corporate values of the company.
Marketing must be directed by these and be
in harmony with them.

Evaluation
It is essential to start with a full market
analysis to ensure that the company is fully
aware of who the competition is and what
they offer. There is no value in being a me
too!

The Market Analysis

 Identify the market the company
operates in.

 Forecast how the market is moving in
relationship to the local and even global
economy.

Competitive analysis

 Identify who the main competitors are,
at all levels.

 What is their proposition?

Corporate Aspects
It is imperative to have clarity about the
corporate aspects, these are the values and
visions which not only drive the business and
influence employees and clients but also
directs the marketing.

Corporate Mission Statement

 Contextual - What the company is.

 Business Definition - What it does.

 Distinctive competencies - How is it
different?

 What is the vision of the company that
is to be achieved?

Corporate Values

 What the company wants to be
internally.

 How does the company want to treat its
people.

 How the company wants to be
perceived by the outside world.

 How does the company want to treat its
clients.

Corporate Objectives

What are the objectives the product or
service must achieve

 1-5 year financial objectives.

 1-5 year market share or position vs
competitors.

 1-5 year growth objectives.

Corporate Strategy

 How the company is going to achieve
its corporate objectives?

 How will it work?

 Things it might do?

(These should be broad statements not the
detail of a marketing strategy)

Financial Statements – over five
years

 Turnover

 Variable Costs

 Fixed Costs

 Expenditure

 Profit

The Marketing
Strategy
A marketing strategy is an essential part of
developing a business. It translates directly
into the marketing plan for each financial
year. Each year’s marketing plan is directed
by the marketing strategy and should be
viewed as part of a five year rolling plan
where each year builds on the previous
activities.

Core Proposition

 What are you offering to your target
audience? (Make sure it is tangible and
has clear benefits to the end user.
Make sure it is something they want,
not what you want).

 What is the central promise to the
target market?

Competitive Positioning

 How will this product or service be
different from its competitors?

Marketing Objectives

 Market share or position vs
competitors.

 Specific product turnover and profit
objectives.

We acknowledge, as the
original source material
for the first part of this
publication (to page 3),
Factsheet No. 10 issued
by the IOD Directors'
Advisory Service. one of a
series produced by the
IoD Directors' Advisory
Service. It is intended as
a general introduction to
the subject, and is not a
definitive guide. If you
would like specific advice,
please contact the
Directors' Advisory
Service on 020 7451
3188/3127. The Service
is free and is available to
members of the IoD only.
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Marketing Strategy

Having already identified the market, the
competition and your product
proposition now identify the following:

 Target Audience - Who, When, Where?

 Brand Image - In line with
corporate/brand.

 Communication - Who are you talking
to?

 What are you trying to get them to do?

 Why should they do what you want?

 Where do you find them?

 When should you speak to them?

 Media Strategy - Email, Advertising, PR.

 Product Development - New product
development.

 Packaging Development - if
appropriate).

 Pricing Strategy - What price to whom?

Marketing Expenditure

The total marketing expenditure will have
been included in total financial statements
but it is important to detail the specific costs
of all marketing activities; advertising, web
site, PR, brochures, print etc.

The Marketing Plan
The plans – Year one

(This is how the strategy is turned into
reality):

 What are the activities?

 How much will they cost?

 When will they happen?

 Who is going to do them?

 When will the activity have impact?

The Evaluation

Evaluate the outcome of the strategy and the
year one plans:

 What were the costs vs the benefits?

 How profitable has the year been?

 How could the plans develop?

The Future

 How is the corporate plan to evolve?

 How will these affect the marketing
plans?

 How should the plans develop to take
account of the last year’s evaluation
and any evolution of the strategy?

Development of
Strategic Marketing
Plan
(YOU SHOULD CHECK FOR ANY CONFLICT
WITH MISSION/VISION/PRIME OBJECTIVE)

The following represents the key steps in
developing a marketing plan for a new
product, if the plan is for an existing product
then there is a need to look at the existing
segmentation, target markets, positioning and
market mix strategies in the analysis stage
and in comparison with the new ones being
proposed.

Mission/Vision/Prime Objective

 Principal products or services

 Primary markets served

 Geographic areas served

 Functions performed-development,
marketing, manufacturing etc.

 Role in industry-leader, largest, highest
quality etc.

 Responsibility to society.

Industry/Market/Segment Analysis

 Define industry/market/segment in
which company operates;

 Consider General Electric’s strategic
planning grid – see below;

 Michael Porter’s five forces model (see
example at:
www.quickmba.com/strategy/porter.sht
ml)

 Key factors for success;

 Key external issues;

 Industry/market/segment positioning
map.

GE's STRAGEIC PLANNING MATRIX
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Company Analysis

 Short history of the company

 Major milestones

 Organization

 Past five years financials/sales/market
shares

 Key internal issues

 Present and planned products

 SWOT analysis

Customer Analysis

 Demographics

 Psychographics

 Behavioural

 Geographics

 4 Utilities-form/function, time, place &
ease of possession

 Customer value pyramid-price, product
& service

 Buying exchange process

 Buying committee-initiator, influencer,
decider, buyer, customer & evaluator

 Segmentation/target markets

Competitor Analysis

 Sales/market shares of own company
and main competitors

 Strengths and weaknesses of major
competitors

 How that have reacted in past to
competitor strategic marketing moves

 Proportion of their business represented
by the market, segment or product

 Resources available to defend market

 Substitutes available for products

 Likelihood of new competitors or
change in technology

Objectives

 Define what you want to do in
quantifiable and measurable terms

Positioning Concepts/Strategies

 Positioning concept-functional,
symbolic, or experimental

 Positioning map

 Product attributes

 Price/quality/value equation

 Against a competitor

 Specific uses

 Response to customer needs

 Product user/usage

 Product superiority

Marketing Mix Strategies

 Product

 Price

 Place

 Promotion

Financial Analysis

 Income statements

 Capital spend

 Cash flows

 Balance sheets

 Break-even analysis
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Strategic Marketing
Audit Checklist
Corporate Mission And Objectives

 Does the mission offer a clear guide to
the product-markets of interests to the
firm?

 Have objectives been established for
the corporation?

 Is information available for the review
of corporate progress towards
objectives and are the reviews
conducted on a regular basis?

 Has corporate strategy been successful
in meeting objectives?

 Are opportunities or problems pending
that may require altering marketing
strategy?

 What are the responsibilities of the
chief marketing executive in corporate
strategic planning?

Business Composition And
Strategies

 What is the composition of the business
[business segments, strategic planning
units and specific product markets]?

 Have industry, competitor, customer,
SWOT, product-market attractiveness,
core competence and key factor for
success analysis been conducted for
each planning unit? What are the
results of these analyses?

 Does each planning unit have a
strategic plan?

 What is the corporate strategy for each
planning unit?

 What objectives are assigned to each
planning unit?

 For each planning unit what objectives
and responsibilities have been assigned
to marketing?

Marketing Strategy For Each
Planning Unit

Strategic Planning And Marketing

 Is marketing’s role and responsibility in
corporate strategic planning clearly
specified?

 Are responsibility and authority for
marketing strategy assigned to one
executive?

 How well is the firm’s marketing
strategy working?

 Are changes likely to occur in the
corporate/marketing environment that
may affect the firm’s marketing
strategy?

 Are there major contingencies that
should be included in the strategic
marketing plan?

Marketing Planning And
Organizational Structure

 Are annual and longer range strategic
marketing plans developed and being
used?

 Are the responsibilities of the various
units in the marketing organization
clearly specified?

 What are the strengths and weaknesses
of the key members of the marketing
organization? What is being done to
develop people? What gaps in
experience and capabilities exist in the
marketing staff?

 Is the organizational structure for
marketing effective for implementing
marketing plans?

Market Target Strategy

 Has each market target been clearly
defined and its importance to the firm
established?

 Have demand, industry and competition
in each market target been analysed
and key trends, opportunities and
threats identified?

 Has the proper market strategy been
adopted?

 Should repositioning or exit from any
product-market be considered?

Objectives

 Are objectives established for each
target market and are these consistent
with planning unit objectives and
available resources? Are the objectives
realistic?

 Are the sales, costs and other
performance information available for
monitoring the progress of planned
performance against actual results?

 Are regular appraisals made of
marketing performance?

 Where do gaps exist between planned
and actual results? What are the causes
of the performance gaps?

We acknowledge the
excellent work of Dr Ian
Stewart DBA in creating
the Development of a
Strategic Marketing Plan
and the Checklist on this
and the following pages.
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Marketing Program Positioning
Strategy

 Does the firm have an integrated
positioning strategy made up of product,
channel, price, advertising and sales force
strategy? Is the role selected for each
mix element consistent with the overall
program objectives and does it properly
complement other mix elements?

 Are adequate resources available to carry
out the marketing programme? Are
resources committed to market targets
according to their importance?

 Are allocations to the various marketing
mix components correct in terms of what
each is expected to accomplish?

 Is the effectiveness of the marketing
program appraised on a regular basis?

Marketing Program Activities

Product strategy

 At what stage of the product life cycle is
each product?

 Is the product mix geared to the needs
and preferences that the firm wants to
meet in each product-market?

 What branding strategy is being used?

 Are products properly positioned against
competing brands?

 Does the firm have a sound approach to
product planning and management and is
marketing involved in product decisions?

 Are additions to, modifications of,
deletions from the product mix needed to
make the firm more competitive in the
market place?

 Is the performance of each product
evaluates on a regular basis?

Channel of distribution strategy

 Has the firm selected the type and
intensity of distribution appropriate for
each of its products-markets?

 How well does each channel access its
market target? Is an effective channel
configuration being used?

 Are channel organizations carrying out
their assigned functions properly?

 How is the channel being managed? Are
improvements needed?

 Are desired customer service being
reached and are costs of doing this
acceptable?

 Is there a channel captain?

 How involved are the channel in the
product gestation period?

Price Strategy

 How responsive is each market target to
price variations?

 What role and objectives does price have
in the marketing mix?

 Does price play an active or passive role
in program positioning strategy?

 How do the firm’s price strategy and
tactics compare to those of competition?

 Is a logical approach used to establish
prices?

 Are there indications that changes may
be needed in price strategy or tactics?

Advertising/Sales Promotion
Strategies

 Have a role and objectives been
established for advertising and sales
promotion in the marketing mix?

 Is the creative strategy consistent with
the positioning strategy being used?

 Is the budget adequate to carry out the
objectives assigned to advertising and
sales promotion?

 Do the media and programming
strategies represent the most cost
effective means of communicating with
target markets?

 Do advertising copy and content
effectively communicate the intended
message?

 How well does the advertising program
measure up in meeting its objectives?

Sales Force Strategy

 Are the role and objectives of selling in
the marketing program positioning
strategy clearly specified and understood
by the sales organization?

 Do the qualifications of salespeople
correspond to their assigned roles?

 Is the sales force of proper size to carry
out its function and is it efficiently
deployed?

 Are sales force results in line with
management’s expectations?
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Important
Notice
© Copyright 2001-
2008, Bizezia Limited.
All Rights Reserved.

This publication is
published on our behalf
by Bizezia Limited. It
is protected by
copyright law and
reproduction in whole
or in part without the
publisher’s written
permission is strictly
prohibited. The
publisher may be
contacted at
info@bizezia.com
(telephone 0870 389
1420).

Articles and information
contained herein are
published without
responsibility by us, the
publisher or any
contributing author for
any loss howsoever
occurring as a
consequence of any
action which you take,
or action which you
choose not to take, as
a result of this
publication or any view
expressed herein.
Whilst it is believed
that the information
contained in this
publication is correct at
the time of publication,
it is not a substitute for
obtaining specific
professional advice and
no representation or
warranty, expressed or
implied, is made as to
its accuracy or
completeness. The
information is relevant
within the United
Kingdom. These
disclaimers and
exclusions are
governed by and
construed in
accordance with English
Law.

Publication issued or
updated on:
18 November 2008

Ref: 655

 Is each salesperson assigned
performance targets and are incentives
offered to reward performance?

 Are compensation levels and ranges
competitive?

Implementation And Management

 Have the causes of all marketing
performance gaps been identified?

 Is implementation of planned actions
taking place as intended? Is
implementation being hampered by
other functional areas of the firm?

 Has the strategic marketing audit
revealed areas requiring additional
study before action is taken?

Further Information
This guide is for general interest - it is always
essential to take advice on specific issues.
We believe that the facts are correct as at the
date of publication, but there may be certain
errors and omissions for which we cannot be
responsible.

If you would like to receive further
information about this subject or other
publications, please call us – see our contact
details on the next page.
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Aaron Wallis hopes that you have found this document useful. Aaron Wallis is a specialist sales and

marketing recruitment business that is innovative, values led and aims to offer a brilliant service to

employer and candidate clients.

Aaron Wallis recruitment services include:

 Database Recruitment

 Assessment Centres

 Search and Selection

 Advanced Skills Testing

 Contract and Interim

 Response Management

 Executive Research

Aaron Wallis also offer Added Value Services that include:

 Independent CV Verification

 Recruitment Training

 Coaching & Mentoring

 Sales Training, Sales Training Needs

Analysis

 Occupational Psychologists

CANDIDATE JOBSEEKERS: Aaron Wallis offers to candidate clients a unique Career Advice Centre

dedicated specifically to Sales professionals. Their Career Tools section covers CV Hints, Interview

Tips, advice on interview preparation, goal setting tools and templates, presentation skills

development, improving reading of body language and more. Visit the Career Tools section of

www.aaronwallis.co.uk to find out more and to sign up to their Sales ‘Career Success Masterclass’, a

unique 15 day coaching development programme designed to enhance your performance at interview.

NEW FOR 2008 this also includes FREE MP3 audiobook downloads.

EMPLOYERS: For employer clients Aaron Wallis offers a unique sales recruitment services that is

proven to significantly increase ‘On the job performance’ by incorporating competency interviewing,

psychometric profiling and skills/ability testing into the process. The inclusive Aaron Wallis service is

backed by a unique 12 MONTH REBATE SCHEME and their service is delivered at a FIXED Price

per assignment, allowing you to remain in control of your recruitment budget.

Aaron Wallis is a committed independent recruiter that is based from their HQ in Central Milton

Keynes. Aaron Wallis are members of the REC (the industry regulatory body), the AER (Association

of Executive Recruiters) and various local Chambers and focus groups.

For more information call 01908 764280 or visit www.aaronwallis.co.uk

Aaron Wallis Sales Recruitment

Norfolk House (East)

499 Silbury Boulevard

Central Milton Keynes

Buckinghamshire

MK9 2AH

info@aaronwallis.co.uk

Aaron Wallis is a trading style of Aaron Wallis Recruitment and Training Limited.

Registered Address: Norfolk House (East), 499 Silbury Boulevard, Milton Keynes, MK9 2EH. Aaron Wallis is as an

Employment Business and registered in the UK No. 6356563. VAT Registration No. 918 1077 27


